Material List: Halloween Centerpiece
Oct. 26, 2020

FLOWERS:
- 1 bunch mixed fall mums or similar.
  - Example: Trader Joe’s carries a bouquet for about $10.
- 1 bunch fall colored flowers, something small like spray roses, spray carnations, or alstromeria

SUPPLIES:
- Clippers to clip flowers and wire cutters for your wire
- At least 50 20-gauge straight wires. 18" long if you can. Aim for brown wire or spray paint black if you can. You can also use aluminum wire, but it needs to be in 12-18" segments, 25 of these if using aluminum wire segments.
- Hot glue gun and sticks (low temp if you have it)
- Terra cotta liner or similar. Can be made of metal, plastic, terra cotta, etc. Look for something about 3-4 inches tall.
- Enough oasis blocks to fill liner. Remember, since the liner is thin, you can cut the bricks in half.
- Bits of moss, can be sheet moss, reindeer moss, or Spanish moss. I like buying the combo bag called SuperMoss.
- 1 tube of cold glue
- Some creepy bits like (artificial) bones, skulls, bugs, etc. Make sure the items fit the scale of your liner. As long as it fits in the liner, you're good. You can also use smaller creepy items like skull beads, eyeballs, etc. (Amazon is great for this)
- Tumbled stone is helpful. Only a few, steal them from your landscaping. :-)
- Waxed paper and possibly nonstick cooking spray as a back up
- Optional: Spray paint if you want to paint your creepy items, I like spraying beetles with gold to make them pop
- Optional: bullion wire or spool wire to make things more three dimensional
- BONUS: Fantail willow if you can find it!